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CASE STUDY

About Accountor

Accountor is the largest financial management and payroll processing 

services organization in the Nordics, headquartered in Finland and 

operating in Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Netherlands, Russia, 

and Ukraine. Their mission is to help customers realize the possibilities 

of modern technology and digitalization in their everyday work 

through innovative software and services.

Challenges

The Accountor Group has expanded significantly in recent years 

through organic growth and a number of strategic mergers and 

acquisitions. This growth has driven an increased digital presence on 

the Internet, creating a challenge for the security team tasked with 

identifying, understanding, and defending Accountor’s digital footprint.

Accountor evaluated the market for solutions that could help them 

better understand and protect their Internet-exposed assets. The 

evaluation was based on a number of critical requirements, including 

centralized visibility and control, easy monitoring, and data currency. 

They concluded that RiskIQ’s offerings addressed these requirements 

by providing a single pane of glass through which they could view an 

inventory of Accountor’s Internet discoverable assets and services with 

complete visibility. These high-level dashboards offer all levels of detail.

 In addition, Accountor valued RiskIQ’s data accuracy and currency, 

which enabled them to quickly identify and highlight changes made to 

their footprint. Additionally, RiskIQ’s licensing model was suitable when 

considering the size of their digital presence while allowing them to 

address any future scaling challenges. 

Accountor Continuously Monitors Their 

Expanding Attack Surface with RiskIQ

Challenges

• Need to identify and 
defend Accountor’s 
expanding attack surface

• Lack of protection for 

internet-exposed assets

Solution Benefits

• Centralized visibility and 
control of Accountor’s 
attack surface

• Ability to quickly identify 
and highlight new 
changes to their digital 
footprint

• Increased brand security 
against brand infringing 
apps and actors 

“RiskIQ has become 
a key element in our 
ongoing journey to 
improve our security 
operations, so that 
our clients continue 
to receive the best 
possible services.”

– Mikko Sauranen 
Director, Information Security 
Accountor
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The RiskIQ Solution

Accountor have implemented the following RiskIQ solutions:

• RiskIQ Digital Footprint®: continuous discovery of all of Accountor’s owned assets visible on the 

Internet. RiskIQ virtual users regularly engage with these assets as real users would to understand the 

subcomponents, services, and relationships of site elements and highlight anything requiring further 

investigation or remediation. Assets can be tagged by organizational structure to provide relevant 

asset views for both group and subsidiary teams.

• RiskIQ External Threats®: brand security across the Internet. RiskIQ detects the appearance of brand-

infringing domains, brand infringing mobile apps in over 160 app stores, brand infringing social media 

accounts across the major social media platforms and phishing sites leveraging Accountor’s brands. 

RiskIQ provides a fully managed service to triage generated events and take down infringing assets.

The Results

Accountor’s security team can now monitor their scattered assets via one portal, with essential need-to-

know information presented via dashboards with underlying detail just a click away. Using this intelligence, 

they can respond to possible threats while continuously improving their digital footprint’s overall security 

posture.

In addition to monitoring their own digital assets, Accountor uses RiskIQ to discover assets across web, 

mobile and social channels that infringe on the group’s brand or that of their 12 subsidiaries. These include 

fake mobile apps, domain-infringing websites, phishing campaigns, and fake social media profiles.

Accountor has plans to improve the usage of various capabilities that RiskIQ’s solution offers and expand 

their usage to cover business challenges and security ones.

“With RiskIQ, we now have one portal to monitor and safeguard the whole of our digital footprint,”  said 

Mikko Sauranen, Director, Information Security. “RiskIQ has become a key element in our ongoing journey 

to improve our security operations so that our clients continue to receive the best possible services.”

To find out more about Accountor, visit www.accountor.com.

http://www.accountor.com

